
TIPS FOR WRITING A CRITICAL BOOK REVIEW

A critical book review, as well as giving information about a book, expresses an opinion on the book. An essential
element of a critical review is the expression of .

Recognize the amount of work that has gone into the product and be magnanimous: you may be severe on
serious faults of interpretation and inference; but unless they are continual, forget the trifling errors in his text
just as you concentrate on them in yours. In fact, with the exception of a few quotes from the book itself, your
critical book review is more about your experience, your analysis and your opinion that it is about searching
through other books and journals to do your research and fill out a bibliography section. Never hesitate to
challenge an assumption, approach, or argument. This section discusses major types of assignments that you
might encounter -- ranging from summaries, book reviews, annotated bibliographies, and short essays to the
meatier and more complicated research paper--and suggests some general ways of approaching these
assignments. Therefore, the suggestion made by Author Year â€¦is difficult to support. Author would also be
once such author. For example, if you were critiquing the movie Avengers Infinity War, you may offer the
opinion that it was clever of the writers to remove the most powerful Avengers at the beginning of the movie
in order to raise the stakes of the movie and raise the threat level to its characters. You can offer agreement or
disagreement and identify where you find the work exemplary or deficient in its knowledge, judgments, or
organization. Your logic may suggest that it is difficult to raise the suspense or threat if certain characters are
present because they are almost indestructible. How does the author structure her argument? Literary
Reviewing. Example b Kiang gives various examples to support his claim that "the positive emotional and
educational impact on students is clear" p. You have already discussed the major points the author makes,
examined how the author supports arguments, and evaluated the quality or effectiveness of specific aspects of
the book or article. To do this, the author first Drewry, John. The reader has a sense of what the student
expected of the book, but no sense of what the author herself set out to prove. Do you have any suggestions for
the direction of future research in the area? Out of what field does it emerge? You should attempt to do the
same. Developing an assessment: before you write There is no definitive method to writing a review, although
some critical thinking about the work at hand is necessary before you actually begin writing. If you are using a
reserve book from the UW Library System, please be courteous to other readers by returning your book on
time. Summary should be kept to a minimum, and specific details should serve to illustrate arguments. Then,
outline the arguments that support your thesis. Example extracts from a critical review In these two examples,
the extracts refer to the same section of text. An overview supplies your reader with certain general
information not appropriate for including in the introduction but necessary to understanding the body of the
review. Why, or why not? Paragraphs 6 and 7 may deal with additional or contrary points to be found in other
authors or in your own research; but so far, these only amend or qualify what is acceptable in the new book.
Conclusion Sum up or restate your thesis or make the final judgment regarding the book. I will only allow it
under exceptional circumstances, by prior permission. Your observation may be used as evidence when the
powerful characters are unleashed later in the movie and how they help to subdue the threat. Your choice of
context informs your argument. If you decide to use quotes in your critical book review, give the page number
and maybe the chapter from the book. The review offers criteria, opinions, and support with which the reader
can agree or disagree. What is the approach to the subject topical, analytical, chronological, descriptive? Hoge,
James O. Your thesis about the book. We will assume that it is written for a learned or literary periodical,
where the space allotted will usually not exceed 1, words--say the American Historical Review or The New
Criterion--or for an upper division course at UW Tacoma, say History of Technology. The argument is
therefore Write the introduction Below are a few guidelines to help you write the introduction to your critical
review. Or did you disagree with the book's underlying assumptions? What exactly is the subject or topic of
the book? To understand your own reaction to the book, you need to read it carefully and critically.


